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We provide a preliminary study on utilizing GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) to accelerate computation

for three simulation optimization tasks with either first-order or second-order algorithms. Compared to the

implementation using only CPU (Central Processing Unit), the GPU implementation benefits from compu-

tational advantages of parallel processing for large-scale matrices and vectors operations. Numerical experi-

ments demonstrate computational advantages of utilizing GPU implementation in simulation optimization

problems, and show that such advantage comparatively further increase as the problem scale increases.

1. Introduction

Simulation optimization (SO) generally refers to optimization in the setting where the objective

function f(x) and/or the constraints Θ involves uncertainty and cannot be directly analytically

evaluated and can only be evaluated through simulation experiments; see Fan et al. (2024) for

a recent review on simulation optimization. A general simulation optimization problem can be

represented by the follows (Jian and Henderson 2015),

min
x∈Θ

E[f(x, ξ)], (1)

where Θ={x :E[g(x, ξ)]≥ 0}

where x are the decision variables, ξ are the random variables representing the randomness in

the system, where f(x, ξ) denotes one stochastic realization of objective via simulation and g(x, ξ)

denotes one stochastic realization of the constraint via simulation. We refer to Hong and Nelson

(2009), Fu et al. (2015), Peng et al. (2023) and Fan et al. (2024) for more detailed review.

Classical implementation of simulation optimization algorithms on computers has mainly been

using CPU (Central Processing Unit) by default, without a specialized use of GPU (Graphics

Processing Unit). Research on parallelization and synchronization of simulation optimization algo-

rithms has also largely been designed and implemented for CPU-based computation, or at least not

specializing the use of GPU. Recent developments in the computational tools (for broad purposes)

have indicated that the use of GPUs may provide specialized advantages in acceleration, if used

appropriately.
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In this work, we consider three sub-classes of simulation optimization problems and investigate

the use of GPUs (compared to not using GPUs) to accelerate the algorithms’ computational speed

while maintaining a similar level of solution accuracy. Specifically, we focus on leveraging the supe-

rior capabilities of GPUs for conducting large-scale matrices and vectors operations and parallel

processing to enhance the efficiency and performance of simulation optimization algorithms.

1.1. Background

The Graphics Processing Unit (GPU), originally designed for accelerating graphics rendering, has

evolved into a cornerstone for parallel processing tasks. Unlike Central Processing Units (CPUs)

that excel in sequential task execution with few cores, GPUs feature thousands of smaller cores

optimized for handling multiple operations in parallel, making them highly efficient for paralleliz-

able tasks (Kirk et al. 2007, Owens et al. 2008).

In recent-year development of machine learning and deep learning, GPU with their parallel

processing prowess, have significantly accelerated the training and inference processes of complex

neural network architectures. This acceleration is particularly crucial for handling the vast amounts

of data and the computationally intensive tasks inherent in computer vision (He et al. 2017, Gu

et al. 2018). The development of transformer-based deep learning models further underscores the

power of GPUs in facilitating the exploration of more advanced models. The inherent parallelism

of GPUs makes them ideal for this task, enabling the rapid processing of the large-scale matrix

operations that are central to transformers (Fei et al. 2017).

In our work, we attempt to study the computational prowess of GPUs within the domain of sim-

ulation optimization, which often requires continuous simulations and sampling as well as intensive

matrix computations. Our work is connected to the large-scale simulation optimization literature.

When the size of the SO problem gets larger, the feasible region may grow exponentially with the

dimension of the decision variable. This curse of dimensionality leads to computational challenges,

such as simulating exponentially more observations to estimate the objective function, low rate

of convergence (Gao and Zhou 2020, Wang et al. 2023) and smoothness problem of the objective

function (Ding et al. 2021, Erdogdu and Hosseinzadeh 2021). To tackle these challenges, various

approaches (Kandasamy et al. 2015, Zhang et al. 2021, Rolland et al. 2018, Xu and Nelson 2013,

Gao and Chen 2015, Pearce et al. 2022, Hong et al. 2022) are designed for more efficient compu-

tation and estimation. We refer to Fan et al. (2024) for more thorough review on these methods.

We also refer to Eckman et al. (2023) for a broad testbed of simulation optimization problems.

L’Ecuyer et al. (2017) comprehensively studied the use of GPU for random number generation.

Farias et al. (2024) considered the use of GPU to accelerate policy evaluation in a general rein-

forcement learning problem setting. Another branch of methods in solving high-dimensional and
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large-scale simulation optimization problem is using parallelization (Zhang and Peng 2024, Ni et al.

2017, Luo et al. 2015). Different from the mentioned works, our work specifically focuses on the

simulation optimization tasks of which the main computation can be completed through matrix

operations and vectorization.

1.2. Organization and summary

The rest of our work is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briefly overview the architecture

of Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), and the mechanisms behind computation acceleration for

simulation optimization with GPU implementation. In Section 3, we present the formulations

of three sub-classes of optimization tasks: portfolio optimization, the multi-product Newsvendor

problem, and a binary classification problem. The simulation optimization algorithms involved

to address these problems include the Frank-Wolfe algorithm and the stochastic quasi-Newton

algorithm.

In Section 4, we design and implement the numerical experiments via the use of GPU for the

tasks and algorithms introduced in Section 3. We implement the algorithms on GPUs with JAX

library and conduct a comparative analysis against their performance on CPUs across various task

sizes (ranging from 100 to 1× 106 decision variables). Our findings show that, when executed on

GPUs, the algorithms operate between three to five times faster than their CPU counterparts,

while maintaining similar solution accuracy and convergence. From the experiments, this running

time difference between GPU version and CPU version becomes increasingly pronounced in larger-

scale problems. Section 5 draws conclusions on our preliminary study of GPU implementation for

some simulation optimization problems and the limitations of our work.

2. GPU for Computation Acceleration
2.1. GPU Architecture

We use the most widely used GPU Architecture: Compute Unified Device Architecture (cuda)

shown in Figure 1 as example to introduce the structure of GPU and how it works for vectorization

and parallel computing.

A modern GPU typically has more than thousands of cores, with each core being the most

basic unit designed to carry out arithmetic operations. The arithmetic operations are referred to

as ‘thread’ from the task perspective. The cores of a GPU are first grouped into larger units known

as streaming multiprocessors (SMs), and then further organized on a grand scale to form a GPU.

From the task perspective, a task processed by a SM is referred to as a ‘block’; examples include

vector operations. Tasks supported by the GPU, such as parallel computing of multiple functions,

are referred to as ‘grid’. The computational framework of GPUs follows the ‘Single Instruction,

Multiple Data’ (SIMD) model, where multiple threads carry out the same operation but with
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Figure 1 GPU Architecture

Notes: This figure presents the architecture of a GPU, and how each parts work parallel in a naive

example for calculating inner product of two vectors. A thread refers to the calculation of c(1) = a(1)× b(1),

and is processed by a core. A block refers to the parallel operation of d threads, and is processed by a SM.

A grid refers to the parallel operation of n blocks, and is processed by a GPU.

different data sets in a block. This SIMD model naturally benefit the operations in vectorization

(vector/matrix) forms.

2.2. Acceleration of Simulation Optimization with GPU

For simulation optimization tasks, especially those on a large scale, two main computational bottle-

necks emerge: the first involves operations such as vector-vector, matrix-vector, and matrix-matrix

multiplications, while the second pertains to the sampling process required for estimating objective

values or gradients, which demands numerous iterations, often ranging from tens to hundreds, for

each computational step. The architecture of GPU is fundamentally aligned with the principles of

parallel computing, making GPUs an effective platform for handling both types of operations. This

parallel computing capability not only facilitates rapid execution of complex matrix and vector

operations but also potentially accelerates the sampling process by enabling simultaneous execution

of multiple iterations.

In the lower section of Figure 1, we briefly illustrate the operational complexities of the GPU

architecture that facilitate parallel computation, exemplified by the calculation of vector inner
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products. Each core within the Streaming Multiprocessor (SM) executes a thread responsible for

multiplying individual vector elements. As illustrated, a thread computes the product (ai · bi), with

these operations occurring concurrently across all threads within a block. Within each block, inner

products are computed as multiple cores work in parallel to derive the final results. Concurrently,

multiple inner product functions can be executed within each grid.

Concerning the sampling process used for estimating objective values or gradients, traditional

CPU-based systems usually conduct these operations sequentially, processing each sample individ-

ually. In contrast, GPUs leverage their parallel processing capabilities to handle multiple sampling

operations simultaneously. Each SM in Figure 1 executes a single sampling operation for an objec-

tive function, and multiple SMs can operate in parallel to sample different pathways concurrently.

3. Three Simulation Optimization Tasks

In this section, we consider three simulation optimization tasks that all fall into the following

formulation subject to deterministic linear constraints, formulated as follows:

min
θ∈Rd

f(θ) =EF (X;θ)

s.t. Aθ= b.
(2)

Many algorithms have been developed for solving this class of optimization problem. In this

work, we employ the Frank-Wolfe algorithm on two specific tasks: the mean-variance portfolio

optimization and the multi-product Newsvendor problem. Subsequently, we shift our focus to

second-order optimization, where we implement a stochastic quasi-Newton algorithm for tackling

a binary classification problem. Each of these applications is discussed in further detail below. The

three algorithms under consideration predominantly depend on vectorization computations and

necessitate the estimation of sample gradients.

3.1. Task1: Mean-variance Optimization

We first consider a general mean-variance optimization problem given by

min
w∈Rd

f(w) =
1

2
Var[w⊤R]−E[w⊤R]

=
1

2
w⊤Cov[R]w−w⊤E[R]

s.t. w⊤1≤ 1,

w≥ 0,

(3)

where R follows some known distribution, say R ∼N (µ,Σ). Besides, we assume that E[R] and

Cov[R] are not explicitly given, but we are allowed to draw samples from the distribution and
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approximate the mean and covariance matrix accordingly. Specifically, the approximated objective

function is

f̂(w) =
1

N − 1

N∑
i=1

w⊤(Ri− R̄)(Ri− R̄)⊤w−w⊤R̄, (4)

where

R̄=
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ri (5)

and Ri, i= 1,2, · · · ,N are i.i.d. samples drawn from the target distribution. We apply the Frank-

Wolfe algorithm to solve the problem, and we re-sample the Ri’s after every M iterations. The

algorithm is presented in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1 Frank-Wolfe Algorithm for Mean-variance Optimization

1: Input: Distribution of D(R), constraint set W = {w|w⊤1≤ 1,w ≥ 0}, objective function f ,

starting point w0 ∈W , number of iterations between resampling M , number of epochs K.

2: Output: Optimal w

3: Initialize w0

4: for k= 0 to K − 1 do

5: Resample Ri, i= 1, · · · ,N from D ▷ Sample size can be Nk which is adapted to k

6: for m= 0 to M − 1 do

7: Compute gradient ∇f̂(wm)

8: Solve the linear subproblem sm = argmins∈W s⊤∇f̂(wm)

9: Compute step size γm = 2
kM+m+2

10: Update wm+1 =wm + γm(sm−wm)

11: end for

12: w0←wM

13: end for

14: return w0

3.2. Task2: Multi-product Newsvendor Problem

We consider a multi-product constrained Newsvendor problem with independent product demands

(Niederhoff 2007). The decision maker is interested in jointly determining the stock level xj for

product j = 1, · · · ,N to satisfy overall customer demand. For each product j, the customer demand

is characterized by a stochastic distribution with cdf Φj and pdf ϕj. The unit cost of product j is

kj; the holding cost per unit is hj (hj < 0 means scrap value); and the selling value per unit is vj.

Thus, the expected cost objective for product j is given by

fj(xj) = kjxj +hj

∫ xj

0

(xj − ξ)ϕj(ξ)dξ+ vj

∫ ∞

xj

(ξ−xj)ϕj(ξ)dξ. (6)
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The stocking quantities are subject to some ex-ante linear constraints which represents the budget

constraint for resources. Suppose that there are M resources to be considered, with the constraint

level for resource i being Ci. The resource requirement for product j and resource i is ci,j. For

simplicity, we denote the technology matrix as AM×N = (ci,j) and the vector of constraints as

CM×1 = (C1, · · · ,CM)⊤. Non-negativity of xj is also assumed. Therefore, the decision-making prob-

lem takes the form

min
x1,··· ,xN

f(x) =
N∑
j=1

fj(xj)

s.t. Ax≤C

xj ≥ 0, j = 1, · · · ,N.

(7)

For now, we can assume that the demand for each product j follows a normal distributionN (µj, σ
2
j ),

and the probability of negative demand is negligible as long as σj is small (compared with µj).

Since the total cost is a sum of N separable convex functions, the gradient ∇f(x) follows

∇f(x)⊤ = (f ′
1(x1), · · · , f ′

N(xN))
⊤
,

with

f ′
j(xj) = kj − vj +(hj + vj)Φ(xj). (8)

Presume that in a situation we do not have closed-form representation for Φ(·), and we would

approximate that in f ′
j by Monte Carlo simulation. The approximated gradient is given by

f̂j
′
(xj) = kj − vj +(hj + vj)

1

Sj

Sj∑
j=1

I{d(s)j ≤ xj}, (9)

where d
(s)
j , s= 1, · · · , Sj are Sj i.i.d. samples from the demand distribution. The algorithm is pro-

vided in Algorithm 2, which is similar with Algorithm 1. For illustration purposes, we simply use

Gaussian distribution in the numerical experiments.

3.3. Task3: Binary Classification Problem

In this section, we consider second-order quasi-Newton-type algorithms. Specifically, we consider

a binary classification problem from Byrd et al. (2016), given as

min
ω

F (ω) =− 1

N

N∑
i=1

zi log(c(ω;xi))+ (1− zi) log(1− c(ω;xi)), (10)

where

c(ω,xi) =
1

1+ exp(−xT
i ω)

, xi ∈Rn, ω ∈Rn, (11)

and zi ∈ {0,1}. To explain, xi (i= 1,2, . . . ,N) denote the feature values of each data point i, and

zi is the corresponding classification label. The n data points may come from sample collection
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Algorithm 2 Frank-Wolfe Algorithm for Newsvendor Problem

1: Input:Demand distribution for each product j, constraint setX = {x|Ax≤C,x≥ 0}, objective

function f , starting point x0 ∈ X, number of iterations between resampling M , number of

epochs K.

2: Output: Optimal x

3: Initialize x(0)

4: for k= 0 to K − 1 do

5: For each j, resample d
(s)
j ,s= 1, · · · , Sj from N (µj, σ

2
j )

6: for m= 0 to M − 1 do

7: Compute gradient ∇f̂(x(m)) =
(
f̂1(x

(m)
1 ), · · · , f̂N(x(m)

N )
)⊤

according to (9)

8: Solve the linear subproblem s(m) = argmins∈X s⊤∇f̂(x(m))

9: Compute step size γm = 2
kM+m+2

10: Update x(m+1) = x(m) + γm(s
(m)−x(m))

11: end for

12: x(0)← x(M)

13: end for

14: return x(0)

or Monte Carlo simulation, depending on different application cases. The objective function is

minimized (w.r.t. ω) to derive a function cω∗(xi) that best predicts the label zi of the sample xi.

To solve the problem, we apply the GPU implementation of the stochastic quasi-Newton method

(SQN) provided in Byrd et al. (2016) as given in Algorithm 3. Specifically, we use a mini-batch

stochastic gradient based on b = |S| sampled pairs of (xi, zi), yielding the following estimate of

gradient

∇̂F (ω) =
1

b

∑
i∈S

∇f(ω;xi, zi), (12)

where f(ω;xi, zi) = zi log(c(ω;xi))+ (1− zi) log(1− c(ω;xi)). Further, let

∇̂2F (ω) =
1

bH

∑
i∈SH

∇2f(ω;xi, zi) (13)

be a sub-sampled Hessian, where SH ∈ {1, . . . ,N} is also randomly sampled, and bH = |SH |. The
rest of the details are given in Algorithm 3.

4. Numerical Results

In this section, we study the numerical performance of the designed algorithm implemented on

GPU for three mentioned simulation optimization tasks. In particular, we compare the imple-

mented simulation optimization algorithms on GPU with their counterpart versions on CPU for

the computation time and accuracy.
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Algorithm 3 SQN Algorithm for the Classification Problem

1: Input: Step parameter integer L > 0, memory integer M > 0, step length parameter β > 0,

sample size parameters b, bH ; initial point ω
1

2: Output: Optimal ω

3: Set t=−1, ω̄t = 0. ▷ t records number of correction pairs currently computed

4: for k= 1,2, . . . do

5: Choose a sample set S ∈ {1,2, . . . ,N}

6: Calculate stochastic gradient ∇̂F (ωt) by (12).

7: ω̄t = ω̄t +ωk, αk = β/k

8: if k≤ 2L then

9: ωk+1 = ωk−αk∇̂F (ωk) ▷ Stochastic gradient iteration

10: else

11: ωk+1 = ωk−αkHt∇̂F (ωk), where Ht is calculated by Algorithm 4.

12: end if

13: if mod (k,L) = 0 then ▷ Compute correction pairs every L iterations

14: t= t+1

15: ω̄t = ω̄t/L.

16: if t > 0 then

17: Choose a sample SH ∈ {1, · · · ,N} to compute ∇̂2F (ω̄t) by (13).

18: Compute st = (ω̄t− ω̄t−1), yt = ∇̂2F (ω̄t)(ω̄t− ω̄t−1). ▷ Correction pairs

19: end if

20: ω̄t = 0

21: end if

22: end for

23: return ωk

4.1. Experimental setup

We use JAX (Bradbury et al. 2018) library for implementation. We executed the same algorithm

for each task using identical parameters on both CPU and GPU (with JAX) across problems

of varying sizes to illustrate the performance discrepancies between CPU and GPU at different

scales. Our primary focus was on the computational time metric, which we estimated based on

the computation time required for comparable iterations of the algorithms on both platforms.

Additionally, we evaluated the accuracy and convergence metrics, defined by the relative squared

error (RSE) in each iteration relative to the final objective values. The parameters of each task are

listed below.
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Algorithm 4 Hessian Updating

Input: Updating counter t, memory integer M > 0, and correction pairs (sj, yj) where j =

t− m̃+1, . . . , t and m̃=min{t,M} ▷ All come from Algorithm 3

Output: new matrix Ht

set H = (sTt yt)/(y
T
t yt)I, where st and yt are computed from Algorithm 3.

for j = t− m̃+1, . . . , t do

ρj = 1/yT
j sj

Apply BFGS formula:

H← (I − ρjsjy
T
j )H(I − ρjyjs

T
j )+ ρjsjs

T
j

end for

return Ht←H

For Task 1, we consider the mean-variance optimization problem of asset sizes of 5× 102,5×

103,1× 104,5× 104,1× 105. For each task, we run K = 1500 iterations of estimation and for each

time of estimation of gradient, we sample M = 25 times for all asset sizes except for 1× 105 where

we sample M = 50 times for better estimation in extra high-dimensional cases. The µi are randomly

generated from Uniform(−1,1) and σi are randomly generated from Uniform(0,0.025).

For Task 2, we consider the news-vendor problem of inventory sizes of 1×102,1×103,1×104,1×

105,and 1 × 106. For each task, we run K = 1500 iterations of estimation and for each time of

estimation of gradient, we sample M = 25 times for all asset sizes except for 1× 106 where we

sample M = 50 times. The µi are randomly generated from Uniform(20,50) and σi are randomly

generated from Uniform(10,20).

For Task 3, we use the synthetic data method from Mukherjee et al. (2013) and Byrd et al.

(2016). The synthetic dataset contain N sample each has n binary features. Here the feature size n

is the size of the problem. We generate datasets with 50,500,1000,5000 features, each with sample

size N = 30n. The labels are generated by a random linear combination of the features, and contain

10% white label noise for binary classification. The stepsize is set as αk = β/k. Other parameters

are given as M = 25, L= 10, b= 50, β = 2 and bH = 300 or 600. For each round of experiment we

run K = 2000 iterations.

All our experiments were conducted in a Python 3 environment. For CPU computations, we

utilized an AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3970X with 256GB of memory, and for GPU computations,

we employed an NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090 with 24GB of memory, with key parameters are

detailed in Table 1. The CPU and GPU used in the experiment are at comparable market price.
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CPU GPU
Processor AMD Ryzen Threadripper 3970X NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3090

Theoretical peak (FP32) 108 GFLOPS 35.58 TFLOPS
Maximum memory bandwidth 172.73 GB/sec 936.2 GB/sec

Table 1 Comparison of CPU and GPU specifications.

4.2. Experiment results

In Figure 2, we present the average computation time and the corresponding confidence intervals,

defined as plus or minus two standard deviations, for three tasks of varying scales. Additionally,

we examine the convergence properties of each task using a selected example size, demonstrating

the relative squared error (RSE) of the objective values in comparison to the final objective values.

Figure 2 illustrates that the GPU implementation consistently outperforms in computational

time across all three SO tasks. As the problem size increases, the benefits of leveraging GPU imple-

mentation for parallel computing and vectorization become increasingly pronounced. For instance,

in portfolio optimization tasks involving 105 assets, completing all iterations typically requires

around 6 hours. Using GPU technology, however, can reduce this iteration time to approximately

1 hour, thus achieving an acceleration factor of about six. Additionally, Table 2 demonstrates

that the same algorithm running on both GPU and CPU achieves nearly identical levels of accu-

racy at various iteration steps. This similarity in performance is anticipated since, apart from the

computation hardware, all other parameters remain the same throughout the process.

Asset (5k) Inventory (10k) Classification (1k)
GPU CPU GPU CPU GPU CPU

RSE at iteration 50 85.07% 83.19% 89.92% 88.73% 72.16% 76.25%
(± 9.74%) (± 10.65%) (± 7.02%) (± 7.33%) (± 8.44%) (± 7.74%)

RSE at iteration 100 62.41% 63.71% 76.25% 72.93% 51.06% 53.46%
(± 5.46%) (± 4.86%) (± 8.49%) (± 9.45%) (± 5.92%) (± 5.10%)

RSE at iteration 500 24.07% 25.62% 40.94% 38.52% 31.29% 29.67%
(± 4.97%) (± 5.87%) (± 8.11%) (± 8.53%) (± 4.07%) (± 5.21%)

RSE at iteration 1000 13.39% 12.93% 20.58% 23.67% 15.59% 16.77%
(± 2.86%) (± 3.96%) (± 5.78%) (± 6.48%) (± 4.00%) (± 3.71%)

Table 2 Evaluation of Performance on Different Tasks with Adjusted Error Estimates.

Notes: We define the Relative Squared Error (RSE) as RSE=
(

y(t)−y∗

y(t)

)2

× 100%, where y∗ represents the

final objective value upon completion of iterations, and y(t) denotes the objective value at the tth iteration.

This table presents the RSE for various optimization tasks: a mean-variance optimization involving 5000

assets, a newsvendor problem with 10,000 products, and binary classification tasks with 1000 features, each

assessed under varying iteration step counts within a total of 10,000 iteration steps. We repeat each

experiment for 7 repetitions.
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Figure 2 Computation Time for Three tasks with Different Size

Notes: This figure demonstrates the computation time and corresponding ±2σ confidence interval for

three considered tasks of different sizes.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we present a preliminary study on employing GPUs to expedite computation across

three simulation optimization tasks. We observe that by leveraging the GPU’s capabilities for fast

vectorization and parallel computing, both first-order and second-order algorithms experience a

performance improvement of approximately 3 to 6 times. The relative benefit increases as the prob-

lem scale increases. Our study has limitations, including reliance on third-party GPU acceleration

packages, which may not fully utilize the computational power of GPUs. Additionally, we have not

thoroughly investigated the specific contributions of GPUs at various computational stages. More-
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over, our focus is restricted to gradient-based methods, and has not extended to other simulation

optimization algorithms.
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